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Q3'18 results could be 'inflection point' for large banks
Tuesday, October 9, 2018 1:57 PM ET
By Kiah Lau Haslett and Chris Vanderpool
All eyes will be on deposits costs in a rising rate environment that has analysts concerned about banks' funding.
Analysts expect third-quarter earnings to be flat or down from the linked quarter for more than half of top 20 U.S. banks.
While the economic backdrop for banks remains positive with lower corporate tax rates and multiple interest rate
increases, the third quarter experienced heightened trade war talk and a flatter yield curve that dragged bank stocks. A
variety of factors including deposit costs and slowing loan growth may dampen earnings growth at some banks.
This quarter could be an "inflection point" for banks as interest rates have increased and banks try to hold their cost of
funds in check, said Rick Weiss, chief bank strategist at Ambassador Financial Group.
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"I don't think it's going to be a bad quarter at all," he said, "I just don't see a lot of catalysts to drive valuations much
higher at this point."
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RBC Capital Markets managing director Gerard Cassidy also believes deposit betas, a measure of how much of the
Fed's rate increases are passed on to depositors, could be a defining factor of bank earnings.
"We've been saying deposit betas were going to be hockey sticks: start off flat and when they take off, they'll really take
off," he said. "And we're just at that point now where they've started to take off, so we expect another quarter of higher
numbers."
Most analysts expect net interest margins at large banks to modestly increase. Marty Mosby, director of bank and equity
strategy at Vining Sparks, said that is because short-term interest rates and the London Interbank Offered Rate both
moved in anticipation of the Federal Reserve's actions during the first half of the year, causing NIMs to expand in those
quarters.
"We had an anomaly in that the market anticipated all this," he said. "We still think margins are going to continue to
round up as we go forward — we'll just tak
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The normalization of short-term interest rates could also affect net interest income, which Mosby said could also be
weaker than it was in the second quarter.

Earnings per share at the largest banks could also be affected by the share count. Mosby said the share repurchases
at the largest banks accelerated in the third quarter compared to previous ones because this will be the first full quarter
after the Fed's nonobjections to plans that banks submitted as part of the 2018 Comprehensive Capital Analysis and
Review.
Mosby said he expects 1% to 2% revenue growth, relatively flat expenses, stable credit and declining share count, which
should all add up to a sequential increase in EPS. However, that may not be enough to impress investors, who might
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focus on flat NIM and loan growth activity.
Investors will be interested to see whether broader economic growth has made an impact on bank income statements
through higher loan growth, and preliminary data do not look promising, wrote Keefe Bruyette & Woods managing
director Brian Kleinhanzl in an Oct. 2 report.
He wrote that the Fed's H.8 data indicated that loan growth at large banks might be "relatively flat" compared to the
quarter prior as seasonally weaker commercial loan growth has obscured consumer loan growth led by credit cards and
residential mortgage. Kleinhanzl expects average total loan growth to grow an annualized 2.4% from the linked quarter,
compared to an annualized increase of 1.2% the quarter prior.
He also wrote that executives at several large banks have talked about de-risking or avoiding growth in certain portfolios
due to unattractive risk-adjusted returns, including commercial real estate. Slower loan growth could also translate into
compressed net interest margin growth.

Click here to view a template that presents performance
metrics and financial highlights for a selected banking
institution.
Click here to view a one-page template that includes
earnings estimates, pricing ratios, and expected earnings release dates for up to 60
companies.
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To view a recorded webinar on tools for investment managers, click here.
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